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"Educational work in [the South] is...something more than the
teaching of youth; it is the building of a new social order."

Walter Hines Page, 1902

Walter Hines Page spoke for a generation of young reformers who laboured
to create a New South through the agency of public education. Between 1880
and 1920, his home state of North Carolina led in that crusade by building more
than 5,000 new schoolhouses, professionalizing teacher training, and establishing
an elaborate bureaucracy to administer the instruction of youth. Civic leaders
touted those projects as the means of inducting future generations into the habits
of wage labour and market production. They viewed the classroom as North
Carolina's bridge from a plantation to a commercial economy. It was to be the
progenitor of a new culture and a new way of life.¹

The southern campaign for educational reform turned on the critical but
largely unexplored transition from common-school to graded-school pedagogy.
The practices of graded education have become so much a part of our everyday
lives that it is difficult to imagine that children ever learned in any other way. As
a result, pedagogical questions that were hotly contested at the turn of the century

¹ The epigraph is from Walter Hines Page, "Rebuilding of Old Commonwealths," in
The Rebuilding of Old Commonwealths, Being Essays Toward the Training of the
Forgotten Man in the Southern States (New York: Doubleday, Page and Company,
1902), 150-51. Page left North Carolina in 1885, dismayed by the persistent
conservatism of the state's political leadership. In later years, he used his position
as an expatriate to draw national attention to efforts at New South educational and
economic reform. See John Milton Cooper, Walter Hines Page: The Southerner as
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have faded from public discourse and their connection to issues of social and economic organization have been largely forgotten. But those educational debates are not entirely lost to time. The archives are ripe with sources—teachers’ and parents’ letters, student reminiscences, and both fictional and prescriptive literature—for constructing an historical ethnography of the classroom. By peering into the schoolhouses of the past, we can begin to rediscover how seemingly ordinary childhood experiences were linked to sweeping processes of social, economic, and cultural transformation. Such a venture promises to remind us of what nineteenth-century reformers knew so well: that ways of learning are intimately connected to ways of perceiving, thinking, and acting.2

ON THE EVE of the Civil War, North Carolina was an economic backwater, known even among its own inhabitants as the “Rip Van Winkle State,” the “Ireland of America.” Lacking a major seaport and a system of easily navigable rivers, it never sustained great plantations like those boasted by its neighbours, South Carolina and Virginia. But the state’s fortunes were shaped nonetheless by the economics of slavery. Political power rested in the hands of eastern slave-owners, who held the great bulk of their wealth in the form of human rather than real property. Unlike land, that investment was movable, and its value bore little relation to local development. As a result, North Carolina’s governing elite gave scant attention to improving the countryside through the construction of railroads, canals, villages, and factories. They sought instead to maximize the return on their investment in slaves. When the soil wore out, planters—particu-

2. This essay is partly an attempt to refocus the discussion of Progressive school reform. Beginning with Michael Katz’s pioneering work in the late 1960s, revisionist scholars challenged the view of public education as the capstone of democracy. Their accounts of schools deeply mired in class and racial conflicts helped make sense of the concerns of teachers who complained of blackboard jungles and dull, repressive classrooms. But over the last decade the revisionists themselves have come under fire from critics who point to an abandonment of basic education rather than social inequities as the real cause of the schools’ failure to deliver on their democratic promise. The ensuing debate has generated more heat than light, primarily because both camps have treated the school as a black box, arguing over what went in and what came out rather than what happened inside. My effort to probe that darkness draws on the work of anthropologists and sociologists who have sought to decipher the inner workings of contemporary schools. See esp. Gary Anderson, “Critical Ethnography in Education: Origins, Current Status, and New Directions,” Review of Educational Research 59 (Fall 1989): 249-70; Michael W. Apple, Ideology and Curriculum (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979); Norris Brock Johnson, West Haven: Classroom Culture and Society in a Rural Elementary School (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985); and Peter Woods, Inside Schools: Ethnography in Educational Research (New York: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1986).
larly those of more modest means—picked up and moved to unexploited land elsewhere in the state or to the fertile fields of Alabama, Mississippi, and western Tennessee. Between 1790 and 1860 that footloose behaviour helped to drop North Carolina in population from fourth to twelfth place in the nation. Those planters who remained produced cotton, tobacco, and rice—crops that oriented them toward the coastal export trade rather than inland commerce. For that reason, they offered only limited support for efforts to pierce the state’s interior with plank roads and rail lines. Local investors and the state legislature financed a fledgling rail system on the coastal plain during the 1830s and 1840s, primarily to service the cotton and tobacco economy, but until 1856 no track extended further west than Raleigh, the state capital, just one hundred and fifty miles from the shore.3

Underdevelopment left most North Carolinians in the upcountry Piedmont and mountain regions living in rural isolation. Poor transportation hobbled commercial agriculture and reinforced a system of general farming and direct exchange among local producers. White yeomen and a smaller group of tenants raised corn, wheat, and other grains to feed their families; in the woods and meadows that surrounded their fields they herded cattle and hogs, hunted wild game for the table, and harvested timber for fuel and shelter. People found dignity in working with their hands, treasured control over their labour, and considered ownership of land—or at least access to the means of subsistence—a common right. Although not unaware of events in the outside world, they grounded their identities in a familiar circle of family, neighbours, and friends. Calvin Henderson Wiley, who took office as the first State Superintendent of Common Schools in 1852, thought of North Carolina as less a state than “a confederation of independent communities.” “Whoever travels over North Carolina,” he observed, “will meet with great apparent diversity of character, manners, and interest; and if he be much attached to the ways...of his own community, will hardly ever feel himself at home from the time that he crosses the boundaries of his county.” Nearly thirty years later, another traveler found most North Carolinians to be “independent and happy, but very far from the rest of the world.”4


4. Paul D. Escott, Many Excellent People: Power and Privilege in North Carolina,
The state's common schools bore the stamp of that rural society. Before the mid-1880s, education was primarily a local enterprise that served to integrate children into webs of personal relations defined by kinship, church, and race. North Carolina first provided for a system of public education in 1839, when lawmakers empowered individual counties to collect school taxes supplemented by payments from a state Literary Fund. The Fund, established fourteen years earlier, drew its revenues from bank and navigation company stocks, taxes on auctioneers and distillers, and profits from the sale of state-owned swamp lands and other public holdings. By the time of the Civil War, those resources supported the instruction of more than 100,000 children, roughly half the white school-aged population, enrolled in 3,488 districts scattered across the countryside. 5 Under the Reconstruction Constitution of 1868, the benefits of schooling were extended to black children and a tax-supported, four-month term was made a legal requirement rather than a local option. Black Republicans fought for those provisions on behalf of constituents who viewed education as the key to realizing their dream of independence on the land. For the freedmen, illiteracy was both a badge of servitude and a serious liability in their dealings with white landlords and merchants. They embraced the common school as a means of putting "as great a distance between themselves and bondage as possible." 6


6. Noble, *History of the Public Schools of North Carolina*, 285-98, and Ronald Eugene Butchart, "Educating for Freedom: Northern Whites and the Origins of Black Education in the South, 1862-1875" (Ph.D. diss., State University of New York at Binghamton, 1976), 430-31. Many communities found it difficult to achieve a four-month term because the same constitution that mandated the longer session also limited poll taxes to $2 and property taxes to 66 2/3 cents per $100 valuation, ceilings that were often too low to provide the necessary revenues. A four-month term did not become commonplace until after the turn of the century, when most counties
But in other fundamental ways, the antebellum system of public instruction survived relatively unaltered. In the years immediately after the Civil War, schooling—in African-American and white communities alike—continued to stand on what one observer described as a foundation of "home rule and self-government." State- and county-level administration of schooling existed in name only. Meaningful authority resided with neighborhood committees which built and held title to school buildings, examined teachers' qualifications, and arranged the school calendar so that it did not conflict with family demands on children's labor at harvest and planting times. Teaching was a casual pursuit rather than a profession, and most instructors were men who entered the classroom to earn tuition money for college or the cash that farm families needed for store-bought goods. 

Instruction in the common schools followed no set curriculum or pattern of advancement. Between the ages of six and twenty-one, children moved in and out of school according to family needs, often attending when they were very little, then remaining at home for several years, and finally returning when younger brothers and sisters were old enough to relieve them of field work and household duties. Students used whatever books their parents could obtain or afford, and instruction usually took the form of memory work. That meant, for example, that children learned to read by learning to spell. "Over and over again" was the rule as pupils labored to conquer lists of words without definitions. Observers frequently described the common schools as "loud" or "howling schools" because teachers required students to chant their lessons while memorizing them. When all of the children were hard at work, the classroom rang with "a constant hum & hubbub" and the "babel jargon of voices." 

adopted special local-option school taxes. See Noble, History of the Public Schools of North Carolina, 391.


8. Lelouis, "A More Certain Means of Grace," 30-31. Such a casual attitude toward attendance can make nineteenth-century school census figures misleading. In 1887, the state superintendent reported that among blacks and whites alike only 58 percent of school-aged children were enrolled, but he warned against concluding that others never knew the benefits of the classroom. They were likely to attend for at least a term or two sometime before their twenty-first birthday. See Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of North Carolina, 1887-1888 (Raleigh, 1889), xxxi.

The fact that common schools privileged sound over sight reflected the pattern of human relationships that conditioned literacy in nineteenth-century rural society. Modern observers might easily dismiss the clamour of the common school as a detriment to learning, but that judgement suggests how alien common-school pedagogy has become to our way of experiencing the world. Parents and educators valued reading less as an avenue of empowerment for the individual than as a means of reaffirming the moral bonds of everyday life. Teachers assumed that students would communicate more often through speech than through writing and that patterns of local usage would supply meaning. They also wanted children to read so that they could understand "the Bible and the laws

of the state”; they valued memory work because it tied the present to the past, making “what has already been done a pattern of good counsel to the future.”

All in all, the common schools were well adapted to the lives of middling farmers, men and women who placed scant faith in acquisitiveness and social mobility but laboured instead for a competence and a respectable start in life for their children. Education was one of many paths to adulthood. It was meant to provide only the basic knowledge of reading, writing, and ciphering necessary for survival in a face-to-face world governed more by custom than by the written word. Parents and teachers recognized and rewarded students’ individual achievements in the classroom, but at every turn those accomplishments were tied to the rhythms of collective life. Youngsters went to school to learn their way around a densely personal world, not to make preparations for striking out on their own. The common school embodied what one historian has described as a “peasant pedagogy”—one more attuned to getting along than to getting ahead.

By the early 1880s, however, economic forces unleashed by the Civil War and emancipation had begun to produce dramatic changes in the neighbourhood-oriented world of the common school. With the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865, slave-holders who had once been labourlords became landlords. Contemporary observers pointed out the profound implications of that shift in property rights. They argued that slavery had bound whites as well as blacks by choking off entrepreneurial energies, and rejoiced that the Civil War liberated “not only the black slaves but a large class of white slaves” as well. “Our labor has become free, our doors have been thrown open to ideas of money,”


exclaimed Edwin Anderson Alderman, one of the architects of the graded-school movement. "In short, we have passed from the patriarchal to the economic stage of society, where...the orators and dreamers of old must, at least, share the stage with the manufacturer, the producer, the industrial man."\textsuperscript{12}

Emancipation forced white North Carolinians to rethink "fundamental points of view, social, political, and economic." As long as slavery survived, the state’s elite had taken little interest in local development. But black freedom introduced new economic incentives. Masters without slaves had no choice but to redirect their investments and their politics toward raising land yields and land values. Across the South, coalitions of furnishing merchants and large landholders campaigned for fence laws and the enclosure of the common range, railroad and town building, new taxes to pay for public improvements, and factories that would turn the resources of the land into profitable goods. Denied property of their own or recognition of the common rights that had made a semi-subsistence way of life possible, burdened by higher taxes and the pressure to grow more cash crops instead of food, large numbers of freedmen and white yeomen began to work other men’s land as sharecroppers or abandoned the plow to sell their labour for wages.\textsuperscript{13}

School reformers insisted that this "new order" of life "called for radical readjustment" in the way that children were educated. Wickliffe Rose, an outspoken proponent of graded education, explained that in a society of free labour and cash exchange each individual had "to win for himself his place, and must show himself worthy of [that] place by winning it anew every day. In the new South not birth but worth determines place, and the criterion of worth is social efficiency." Here was a transformative ideology, what one schoolman termed a new "culture of the self" that defined exertion, striving, and enterprise as the keys to happiness and a rewarding life.\textsuperscript{14}

Beginning in North Carolina’s market towns, educators and civic leaders searched for an institutional form capable of translating that ideology into new


structures of experience. They found the answer in graded education. Graded schools and towns sprouted like weeds during the late nineteenth century. In 1870, only the port city of Wilmington could claim a population in excess of 10,000, but by 1900 it enjoyed the company of six other towns. Even more striking was the rise of crossroads settlements with 1,000 to 5,000 inhabitants: their number mushroomed from fourteen to fifty-two. The founding of graded schools followed a similar trajectory. Wilmington and Charlotte opened the state’s first graded schools in 1868 and 1871, respectively; Raleigh and Greensboro followed four years later; and Fayetteville joined the movement in 1878. But it was the establishment of schools in Wilson and nearby Goldsboro in 1881 that effectively spread enthusiasm across the state. Goldsboro was a major railroad centre and Wilson stood strategically placed twenty miles away on a through north-south line. Easy access by rail brought the towns thousands of visitors who returned home with “a militant desire for public graded schools for their own children.” By the late 1890s, more than two dozen communities had adopted special taxes to finance both white and black graded-school facilities. 15

The men and women who organized those new schools viewed themselves as actors on a world historical stage. More than merely a local enterprise, their work was part of a broad pedagogical revolution that had already reshaped society throughout much of Western Europe and North America. The first graded schools in the United States were organized in Boston in 1848, and from there the idea spread rapidly to other urban centres. Its popularity signalled a critical shift of emphasis in the rhetoric and purpose of public education. Antebellum promoters of the common school had most often explained their labour through a language of politics and morals. In a society confronted with a growing tide of immigrants, deepening divisions between rich and poor, and perennial concerns

North Carolina railroads, 1894, and key towns in the state’s graded-school movement.

over liberty’s temptations to vice and personal excess, they turned to the classroom as a source of common citizenship. “The chief end” of education, declared the Illinois state superintendent in 1862, “is to make GOOD CITIZENS. Not to make precocious scholars...not to impart the secret of acquiring wealth...not to qualify directly for professional success...but simply to make good citizens.”

In North Carolina, superintendent Wiley shared that view, albeit for reasons that most of his northern colleagues would have abhorred. The mission of the common school, he explained in 1855, was to produce a united citizenry “governed by common laws...advancing with a common step towards a common end.” In a slave society, that purpose seemed especially important, for the most fundamental relations of property and authority depended upon vigilant enforcement of the distinctions of race. More worrisome than the prospect of black insurrection, Wiley argued, was the danger posed by “vicious” whites who sank “into the bosom of the African community.” Their “degeneracy” challenged the moral legitimacy of slave-holding itself by blurring the line between master and slave, the line that separated a ruling race elevated by “centuries of [Christian] progress” from a subject people “just emerging from a long and debasing thraldom to the lowest form of idolatry.” Such intermingling also threatened to redefine the fundamental divisions of southern society in terms of class rather than colour, thereby encouraging “fierce and bloody hostility...between the rich and poor.” Thus, Wiley concluded, state lawmakers and county officials served their own interests by “strain[ing] every nerve to push forward the religious and mental development of the [white] masses.” Only in that way could they hope to preserve a social order governed by a spirit of “respect, harmony, and subordination,” and in which “all who are entitled to command [would be] cheerfully submitted to in their proper place.”

Education for citizenship remained a driving concern for school reformers well into the twentieth century, but among graded-school enthusiasts it found expression more often through a language of markets and competitive individualism than one of civic virtue and self-sacrifice. For graded-school promoters, the classroom was not so much a crucible of community as a staging ground for the great race of life. That difference in outlook could sometimes


strain relations between first- and second-generation educators. Graded-school leaders deified Calvin Wiley as the father of public education in North Carolina, and often invoked his name to lend their work historical credibility. Nevertheless, they seldom invited the old man to assume an active role in promoting their cause. One reason, perhaps, lay buried in the annual reports that Wiley had once submitted to the state legislature. In 1860 he described in uncompromising language the kind of society he hoped the common schools would hold at bay: it was, he wrote, a world of “Ishmaelites, everywhere lying in wait for each other, and fighting over the natural fountains and fruits of the earth.” As the former superintendent looked upon the economic and pedagogical changes wrought by war and emancipation, those words must have returned to his mind ringing with the sound of prophecy.  

18 North Carolina’s new graded schools stood in stark contrast to the common schools they replaced. Administrative control rested in the hands of professional superintendents rather than neighbourhood committees, teachers were hired according to their ability to meet certification requirements, and punctuality and regular attendance were rigorously enforced. Within the graded schools’ walls, children left behind the personalistic and ascriptive anchors of an older way of life. Cut loose from the relations of family, neighbourhood, and church, they entered classrooms where each would be furnished “an opportunity to work out his own salvation.”  

19 Graded-school students sat aligned in neat rows of individual desks, all oriented toward a teacher who stood on a rostrum at the front of the room and used a blackboard to parse lessons from standardized texts. Children learned at the pace of the group, not at a pace determined by their own or their parents’ needs and desires, and their success or failure was measured by written examinations. In the common schools, spelling bees, recitations, and elocution drills had sorted out “good,” “bad,” and “tolerable” scholars. As elements of an ordinal system of evaluation, those exercises furnished only relative measures of indi-
A turn-of-the-century postcard advertising the city of New Bern’s graded schools. Town boosters often touted graded schools as a powerful attraction for new businesses and residents. Courtesy of the North Carolina Collection, Louis Round Wilson Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

...individual performance. By contrast, the graded schools’ regimen of written examinations and numerical marks imposed normalizing judgements. Those instruments applied a “single standard of honor” to the entire school population and attached a specific value to each student. Grades became a figurative—and sometimes even literal—form of capital by which individual profit and loss could be calculated. One schoolteacher, for example, reported that she had established “a sort of currency called merits,” with each daily exercise having a fixed value. At the end of the term, her pupils could tally their accounts and learn precisely where they stood in relation to their peers. The system, she advised fellow teachers, “was sufficient to induce every pupil to take good care of his exercises, and led to a more careful attention to the school record.”

The graded schools also abandoned a pedagogy based on memory work in favour of new "object methods" of instruction. Rather than "forcing upon [students] rules and statements of authority," they encouraged children to learn by interacting with their physical environment. Proponents of object teaching argued that in the common schools children had acquired only "passive knowledge," or "simply the capacity to receive information, and to imitate what they see done by others." By contrast, the graded schools sought to cultivate "active" intelligence and the "ability to produce effects." Object methods put a premium on children's ability "to get [information] for themselves," to generalize from their discoveries, and to use their new knowledge in further exploration and reshaping of the world around them. "Our aim is very definite," one graded-school administrator explained. "It is to develop in children the power of thought, the capacity for learning, and the impulse and the desire for knowledge. We want to make men, not fill them. We want to educate rather than inform."21

That enthusiasm for object teaching grew primarily from the work of Francis Wayland Parker, who was described by his admirers as "the most brilliant, out-and-out apostle of...the New Education." Born in New Hampshire in 1837, Parker might have become little more than a respected New England schoolmaster had an aunt not left him a modest inheritance. In 1872 he set off for Europe to study at the University of Berlin and to travel extensively through Holland, Switzerland, Italy, France, and Germany. During that tour he visited a number of schools founded on the educational philosophies of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, Friedrich Froebel, and Johann Friedrich Herbart. Earlier in the century, these reformers had drawn on the Enlightenment writings of Locke and Rousseau to outline a distinctively modern pedagogy based on the assumption that children were by nature active and creative rather than merely receptive. Instruction, they insisted, should be a participatory exercise in which students were encouraged to learn through observation and to build new ideas one upon another at a pace attuned to the gradual unfolding of their innate capacities. Taken by those precepts, Parker returned home in 1873 determined to transplant European ideas in American soil. His two major treatises, Talks on Teaching, published in 1883, and Talks on Pedagogics, which appeared eleven years later,

---

became handbooks for a new generation of “progressive” reformers and laid the foundation for efforts to define a science of teacher training.\textsuperscript{22}

Parker visited North Carolina in 1885 to deliver a series of lectures before the annual meeting of the state Teachers Assembly, a conclave for white educators and lay enthusiasts founded a year earlier. Public reaction to the event was overwhelming; newspapers reported daily on his lessons, while an educational publishing house in Raleigh blanketed the state with a special commemorative issue of the complete Assembly proceedings. Much of that excitement flowed from the connection between Parker’s pedagogics and the public schools of Prussia, which New South reformers took as a model for their own region. Prussia had suffered a crushing defeat during Europe’s Napoleonic wars, but in the decades that followed the German state remade itself into a formidable economic and military power, in part by liberalizing its system of public education. Graded-school enthusiasts saw in Parker’s teachings a reflection of that triumph. He seemed to offer them the means of freeing students from the stale formalism of the common school and, at the same time, of yoking the experiences of childhood to the disciplinary logic of the marketplace. Such reforms, declared one graded-school proponent, had launched Prussia towards “leadership of all the nations of Europe.” Now, he advised fellow reformers, North Carolina should seize the same advantage “in the race with [her] sister states for material prosperity.”\textsuperscript{23}

Practitioners of Parker’s object methods revolutionized reading instruction by promoting what they described as a shift from “ear-mindedness to eye-mindedness.” A nineteenth-century visitor to the graded schools would have been struck immediately by the silence of the classrooms. Graded-school students learned to read through the “word method,” which relied on vocabulary recognition rather than rote spelling drills. Students first mastered words as wholes, associating them with objects in their environment. They then broke those words into “elementary” sounds that served as ground rules for reading and pronunciation. By combining sounds, children could “learn new words without assistance” and acquire for themselves “the power to use words freely.” The word method promised to liberate children from “oracular authority, blind obedience, [and] dead results [by] enkindling in their minds the power of seeing truth for them-


selves.’” When educated properly, each child would become a “discoverer” who not only learned to read but also learned from reading.24

There is little evidence that children acquired basic literacy skills any faster under one method or the other, but for the graded-school reformers the choice of technique was packed with social significance. The rejection of “ear-mindedness” signalled a desire to weaken the link between reading and the oral culture of local life, heightening literacy’s capacity to cultivate individuality and independence of mind. In the graded schools, reading lost much of its association with family Bible lessons, story-telling, and the public rituals of the church and the courthouse. Conditioned less by the social world of speech and hearing, it became a private pursuit that took place within the silence of an individual mind. Like the market itself, the new pedagogy pushed aside old barriers and opened new avenues of experience and understanding. It put a premium on students’ ability to manipulate the world and not simply abide it.25

Those innovations obviously mimicked dramatic changes in public life, but the graded school did more than merely record the cultural consequences of an emerging commercial economy. As reformers themselves were quick to point out, a market economy could exist only in a market society. Graded schools, explained a contributor to the North Carolina Teacher, operated both as a “reflex of things existing” and as a “motor imparting its force” to a new social machinery; they were at once a product of the New South and a condition of its possibility. That dual positioning accounted for graded education’s capacity to inspire awe and civic pride. Its purpose was nothing less than the reformulation of individual


25. A number of historians have begun to suggest that the context in which literacy is acquired is at least as important as literacy itself in restructuring personality. See, for example, Eklof, Russian Peasam Schools; Natalie Zemon Davis, Society and Culture in Early Modern France (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1975); and Graff, Legacies of Literacy. For more on the development of reading instruction in the nineteenth century, see Harold Boyne Lampert, “History of the Teaching of Beginning Reading” (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1935), 208-516; Mitford M. Mathews, Teaching to Read, Historically Considered (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 53-74, 97-108, 122-39; Eva D. Kellogg, Teaching Reading in Ten Cities (Boston, 1900); and William J. Gilmore, Reading Becomes a Necessity of Life: Material and Cultural Life in Rural New England, 1780-1835 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1989).
identity. Within the graded-school classroom, the habits of the marketplace were “moulded into pupils” so that they came to be lived as a sense of self.  

ANOTHER WAY to grasp the generative nature of the new education is to look closely at the reformers themselves. The graded-school movement drew its leadership from a group of young men who had been born in the early 1860s and had come of age in a bleak and demoralized society. Unlike their fathers, they felt no responsibility for the Civil War and no need to justify the Lost Cause. Instead, they became bitter critics of the Old South and assumed the task of rehabilitating their world through a wholesale reformation of state and society.  

Most of the reformers developed their social ideas while studying at the University of North Carolina. Edwin Alderman believed that “there was no better place for the making of leaders than Chapel Hill in the late 1870s.” For him, it was an heroic time when “life seemed grand and...opportunity precious.” That sense of historical urgency and uniqueness grew partly from the structure of college life. The university had closed in 1871 as a result of the political battles of Reconstruction. When it reopened in 1875, its trustees cast off the classical curriculum, which had emphasized the study of Greek and Latin rhetoric, for a course of study more attuned to a world of commerce. New departments offered electives in agriculture, business, and engineering, while in the established branches of learning, professors introduced a new commitment to empiricism and experimentalism. The trustees embraced those reforms so that the university might “keep step” with the late nineteenth century’s “march of knowledge.


27. Edwin Alderman recalled that for men of his generation, the Civil War did not “unfold...any of its marching splendours and waving banners.” Instead, they witnessed “only the filthy backwash of war, its ruin and bitterness.” See Alderman, Woodrow Wilson, Memorial Address Delivered Before a Joint Session of the Two Houses of Congress, December 15, 1924, in Honor of Woodrow Wilson, Late President of the United States (Garden City, N.J.: Doubleday, 1925), 16.
invention and discovery.” Their metaphors testified to a radically new vision of education and society. The university, they insisted, would serve no longer as a mere repository of knowledge; it would operate instead as “a great metropolis of thought whose ships bravely sail the ocean of life and even explore unknown seas.” Just as the world’s bustling seaports sustained the flow of commerce, the university’s mission was to create a marketplace of ideas. By “gathering, creating and distributing knowledge,” it would become “a potent force in the world’s progress, a wide-felt influence throughout the State to make all men love and seek after learning.” In the reconstructed university, the goal of undergraduate education became investigation and discovery rather than the mastery of fixed and final truths.28

The elective system also undercut established patterns of collegiate socialization. Before the Civil War, each class of students—freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors—had received instruction together in daily recitations. But under the new regime, college men maintained separate schedules and enjoyed the freedom to tailor their studies according to individual “tastes, talents [and] necessities.” Lecturing replaced memory drills and exercises in declamation as the preferred method of instruction, and the classroom—once a place where young men recited together and shared their answers—became an arena in which “side by side they compete[d] for academic honors.” Nothing, perhaps, better illustrated the university’s reincarnation as “both product and factor in the larger life about it.”29

The faculty could not have effected those changes in college life without student co-operation. In 1875, the university opened its doors to a student body that told “the whole story of the passing of an old order and the birth of a new.” Statistics gathered in the 1890s revealed a fundamental shift in campus demo-


Faculty of the University of North Carolina, 1878. This picture was produced and widely sold among friends and alumni of the university in celebration of its reopening at the end of Reconstruction. At the center is Kemp Plummer Battle, whom the trustees named president of the university in reward for his work as chief architect of the new curriculum.

Courtesy of the North Carolina Collection, Louis Round Wilson Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
graphics. The university no longer served a regional elite; North Carolina alone now provided more than 90 percent of the institution’s matriculants, the largest proportion of native students claimed by any state college in the country. Half of those undergraduates were the “sons of men who never knew the advantages of college training,” and more than a quarter worked their way through school or financed their education with borrowed money. These young men came to Chapel Hill to find their place in a changing society rather than acquire the mantle of gentility. An institution that had once educated the sons of slave-holders now ministered to the children of a budding middle class.30

The new collegians embraced the university’s reformed curriculum for the chance it offered to play out the drama of their individual lives. They thought of their years in Chapel Hill as a “period of preparation.” Whatever pleasures the campus offered came second to the pursuit of academic achievement and worldly advancement. “Earthly success is the grand center around which the hopes and desires of most men collect,” one student wrote in the University Monthly, “it is the goal that all would obtain.” For many young men, that quest became a source of constant challenge and uneasiness. They applied themselves tirelessly to self-improvement, chastened by the knowledge that at any moment they might confront a rival who had been more resolute in his preparation. “Some may depend upon splendid talents,” another of the new collegians warned his classmates, “but as a rule this will be a poor dependence...there will [be] other heroes in the field, who have talents and who have been trained to direct their minds in close and concentrated thought, before whom the talented but uneducated man will vanish as a ‘morning mist before a noonday sun.’” 31


Of course, not all students shared those sensibilities. In fact, a significant minority defied the reorganization of campus life. They refused to acknowledge the faculty’s standards of success and clung to an older view of college as a training ground for gentlemanly deportment and manly bearing. For those students, distinction was to be gained in the world of the extracurriculum, not the classroom. But the young reformers were different. They stood apart because they modelled themselves after the faculty and actively sought professorial approval. In return, they won assurances that they held the keys to a new age, that they—in the words of one commencement speaker—were “destined to write [their] creed on other men’s souls.”

Such affirmations encouraged the acting out of what Jean Piaget has called the adolescent’s peculiar blend of self-sacrifice and acute egocentrism. In the privacy of his diary, Charles Duncan McIver, another of the graded-school enthusiasts, compared himself to Julius Caesar, Napoleon Bonaparte, George Washington, Patrick Henry, and even Jesus Christ—all of whom, he said, “were young men when they first became great.” McIver and his friends thought of the postwar years as a “Lilliputian age” and rejected established paths to public life: careers in law, politics, or the ministry. Instead, they chose education, an immature and expansive field in which a young man could quickly make his mark. For Edwin Alderman, public education became a “personal religion—a cause to serve, a social faith to hold, a philosophy of life to live and die by.” He and his peers attributed to themselves an essential role in the salvation of their society and organized their lives accordingly. The creation of a new pedagogy became for these reformers an act of self-creation as well.


33. Jean Piaget, Six Psychological Studies (New York: Vintage Books, 1968), 67-68; undated manuscript, box 8, Charles Duncan McIver Papers, Jackson Library, University of North Carolina at Greensboro; Alfred Moore Waddell, The Ante-Bellum University, Oration Delivered at the Celebration of the Centennial of the University of North Carolina, June 5th, 1895 (Wilmington, 1895), 21; and “Carolinians Honor President Alderman,” Alumni Bulletin of the University of Virginia 8 (Third series, Apr. 1915): 174. The turn away from “the old groves of politics” in favour of careers in education and school reform was truly a generational phenomenon. In 1854, 38 percent of the university’s graduates made law their profession, while only 11 percent took up teaching as a regular occupation. By 1896, those figures had reversed; 19 percent of the graduates went on to read law as compared to 37 percent who became full-time teachers. See J.T. Strayhorn, “Southern Development,” University Monthly 2 (Jan. 1883): 21, and University Record 3 (Jan. 1899): 26. Alderman and his two most influential classmates, Charles Duncan McIver and James Yadkin Joyner, began their educational careers as graded-school superintendents. In 1891,
Much the same can also be said of the graded-school men's most enthusiastic allies: white, middle-class women, who at the turn of the century eagerly embraced new opportunities of school teaching. When North Carolina opened its first normal college for white women in 1891, only four out of every ten teachers in the state were female; by 1920, the balance had shifted, with women claiming 86 percent of the state's classroom jobs. In 1902, the normal college also became the centre of operations for the newly established Woman's Association for the Betterment of Public Schoolhouses, which organized white women across the state into local school-improvement leagues. As teachers and schoolhouse activists, women served as foot soldiers in the campaign for educational reform.\footnote{34}

The feminization of teaching sprang from a number of causes. By virtue of their roles as mothers, women seemed well prepared to implement the more nurturant pedagogy of the graded school. Their subordination to men also appeared to fit them for work as "servants of the state," employees rather than independent pedagogues. Through the recruitment of vast numbers of women "helpers," men secured their own positions as superintendents, principals, and normal school professors. And because women earned roughly half as much as men, graded-school advocates could increase enrollments and lengthen the instructional year at minimal cost.\footnote{35}

Melver was named president of the newly established North Carolina Normal and Industrial College for white women. He held that office until his death in 1906. Alderman and Joyner served briefly on Melver's faculty. Alderman left in 1893 to accept a position as Professor of Pedagogy at Chapel Hill, and four years later was named president of the university. He resigned that position in 1900 to take the helm first of Tulane University and then of the University of Virginia. Joyner stayed at the Normal until 1902, when he was named North Carolina's State Superintendent of Public Instruction. He held that office until his retirement in 1918. All three men were active members of the Rockefeller-funded Southern and General Education Boards. Alderman and Joyner also served on the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission for the Eradication of Hookworm. See Dumas Malone, \textit{Edwin A. Alderman: A Biography} (New York: Doubleday, Doran, and Company, 1940); Rose Howell Holder, \textit{Melver of North Carolina} (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1957); and Elmer D. Johnson, "James Y. Joyner, Educational Statesman," \textit{North Carolina Historical Review} 33 (July 1956): 359-83.


\footnote{35}{Walter Hines Page, "School that Built a Town," in \textit{The Rebuilding of Old Common-}
Equally important was the fact that male reformers viewed women as vital allies in undermining persistent loyalty to the common school. Most men who entered the classroom treated teaching as a stepping stone to more lucrative employment. They relied on their superiors to get them into college or to open doors to the worlds of business and law. Male teachers took care not to offend local school committees by embracing unpopular innovations. Women, on the other hand, remained on the periphery of the political relationships that structured men's lives. They had less to lose by casting off tradition, and because of their marginal status, received lighter punishments for their transgressions. As a result, argued advocates of the new education, female teachers were more "ready-witted and quick to catch ideas." Their increased presence in the classroom helped to distance schooling from the politics of neighbourhood life. In the end, the new education owed its triumph to a convergence of male and female reform cultures, both born of a rejection of nineteenth-century partisanship. The graded school promised its advocates access to power through the creation of a bureaucratic, interventionist state removed "as far as possible" from popular accountability. 

---

White women teachers also pursued a distinct agenda of their own. The story of their movement into the classroom reveals a turn-of-the-century female world that was more dynamic than stereotypes of southern ladies and rigid sex roles might suggest. Women joined the graded-school crusade for reasons not unlike those of their brothers. Educational work offered them a public voice, the chance to live independently outside of marriage, and their own institutions of higher education. At the state normal college in Greensboro, students revelled in the conviction that they were more than “mere onlookers in life,” and that they, like men, had “a great role to play” in civic affairs. The young women studied with an extraordinary female faculty, all of whom held advanced degrees, and obtained not only the skills to run a classroom but also broad instruction in the liberal arts. When a “Normal Girl” left the college, she entered the world with a new bearing, which one writer attempted to capture in verse:

You can tell her by her manner
When you meet her on the street,
For she walks as if she meant it,
Treading squarely on both feet.

If some friend should introduce you,
You would know her by her talk,
Which is fully as decided
As the manner of her walk.

She is versed in many matters,
And she always has a view
Which she clings to in a manner
That would shame the strongest glue.

Edwin Anderson Alderman (left) and Charles Duncan McIver (right) with the first class of graduates from the North Carolina Normal and Industrial College. Courtesy of Special Collections, Walter Clinton Jackson Library, University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

Even as the feminization of teaching reaffirmed old sexual hierarchies, it also transformed them into something new.37

Recognition of that fact should warn against viewing women teachers and schoolhouse activists as mere surrogates for the men who employed and advised them. An ideology of civic domesticity often guided women’s educational work, emphasizing a special responsibility for child welfare that could at times challenge prior loyalties of race and class. In 1905, for instance, white women in Granville County violated the Woman’s Association’s charter by attempting to organize a racially integrated local chapter. Charles McIver and other school officials reacted with outrage, partly because the move bared the inner contradictions of a segregated school system. The very logic of segregation—the main-

tenance of two parallel but separate societies—required that black children receive at least basic schooling and that some provision be made for the training of black teachers and professionals. But any community-based effort to improve black education provided a platform from which black leaders could challenge the injustice of a society in which expenditures for white children were more than double those for blacks. State officials sharply reprimanded the Granville County women and warned that “certainly there must not be even the appearance of breaking over the barriers of the color line.” Nevertheless, many Association women continued working informally—and sometimes covertly—with black teachers and mothers. Their efforts, although frequently plagued by condescension and mutual mistrust, remained a significant arena for interracial co-operation in a society otherwise rigidly divided by the colour bar.  

Such independent action in other schoolhouse matters, however, became increasingly difficult by the 1920s. In the classroom, women teachers began to lose much of their autonomy to formal, state-mandated curricula. Through a revision of the school law in 1923, the legislature insisted that all teachers, even those employed in one-room rural schools, adhere to strict standards of age-grading, and that they arrange their instruction and adopt their textbooks according to guidelines established by the state superintendent. At the same time, the Woman’s Association became less an autonomous citizens’ league than an arm of the State Department of Education. In 1919, the group changed its name to the North Carolina Parent-Teacher Association, a move that signalled the growing importance of school officials in directing educational decision-making. A school movement that once relied for its success on grass-roots organizing had, by the 1920s, grown content with professional administration from the top down. The triumph of the graded-school idea ultimately made the pioneering generation expendable.

THAT IRONY offered perhaps the most compelling evidence of how thoroughly the organization, scope, and purpose of public education in North Carolina had


been transformed. Within a single generation, graded-school advocates had succeeded in placing a new institution and a new social grammar at the centre of everyday life. By 1925, the one-room common school had lost its hold over all but the most isolated communities. Such facilities—once a defining feature of the rural landscape—accounted for less than a third of all the schoolhouses in the state, and enrolled an even smaller fraction of the school-aged population. In their place stood imposing city schools built of brick and stone, or, in the countryside, three- and four-room consolidated schools staffed by teams of teachers.\footnote{40} That architectural revolution bore material witness to schooling's defining role in New South society. The graded-school campaign had helped to rearrange the boundaries of self and society, elevating the individual above the claims of family and community. It had shaped new notions of manhood and womanhood, still anchored in hierarchical sex-typing yet more attuned to a world governed by the primacy of the individual. And above all, the graded-school crusade had made public education into a focal point for debates over issues of class, race, and gender.

In the nineteenth century, few North Carolinians—indeed, few Americans—would have considered turning to schools to resolve such matters. Today, we do so almost instinctively because the school has become so central to how we define ourselves and distribute life's economic rewards. Some critics would argue that public education is incapable of effecting constructive social change because its own past is so deeply marred in inequality. Others would insist that such an agenda is inappropriate for the schools, and that in any case they should be left alone to pursue the self-evident business of teaching reading, writing, and arithmetic.\footnote{41} But both positions risk forgetting that the three R's have a history, and that in the late nineteenth century schools emerged as institutions responsible not only for social reproduction but also for the creation of new social and economic relations. That history speaks of possibilities as well as limitations. It cannot provide answers for the future, but it can help us understand how ordinary classroom experiences reflect priorities and shape outcomes. Armed with that knowledge, we can begin to see more clearly and to act more effectively as parents, teachers, and citizens concerned with the place of education in our own lives, and especially in the lives of our children.


\footnote{41} For a provocative account of the contemporary debate over education, see Stanley Aronowitz and Henry A. Giroux, Education Under Siege: The Conservative, Liberal, and Radical Debate Over Schooling (South Hadley, Mass.: Bergin and Garvey, 1985).